CJ1000G  
**Electric Citrus Juicer**

Omega's Electric Citrus Juicer offers a quick and convenient solution to satisfy all fresh-squeezed citrus juice needs! The automatic on/off makes this electric citrus juicer easy to use - simply cut an orange, lemon, lime or grapefruit in half, and press the halved fruit on the juicing cone to activate, lift and push once more and cone will spin in the opposite direction, ensuring no juice is missed! The fruit is juiced directly into a 4-cup pitcher, complete with an easy pour spout and measurement markings. Pulp is captured in the removable pulp catch at the top of the pitcher. The pitcher removes directly from the electric base, for easy right-away serving, and quick, easy clean up. Lastly, this juicer features cord storage in the base of the product. This electric citrus juicer is the perfect way to enjoy fresh-squeezed citrus juice all year round!

**Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice.**

**Approvals:** cULus
FEATURES

• Automatic On/Off to Activate Juicing – Simply Push Halved Citrus onto Juicing Cone
• Juices Directly into a Serving Pitcher
• Reverse Function Ensures No Juice is Wasted!
• 4+ Cup Capacity with Measurement Markings on the Pitcher

• Easy Pour Spout
• Pitcher Removes from Electronic Base for Easy Serving and Clean-Up!
• Built-In Cord Storage
• Dust Cover Included to Keep Top Clean and Ready for Use
• Juices Oranges, Lemons, Limes and Grapefruits!